Introduction
Despite their huge contribution, previous studies on NPI licensing context are problematic in that they treat it as a simple filter. Moreover some contexts are still unexplainable within them.
My proposal in this paper can provide an answer of why they license NPIs, also explaining the unexplainable. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I will briefly present the previous researches.
In section 3, I show that French subjunctive is equivalent to nonveridicality specially focusing on its licensing property of weak NPIs. In section 4, I give you the answer of the question "why and where ne expétif comes about". In section 5, I will propose a new type of NPI licensing context.
Previous Research
Among the studies of NPIs, downward entailment (DE, Ladusaw 1979 , cited in 1996 is the first to show the property of NPI licensing context. Later on more accurate properties (Zwarts 1993 cited in Ladusaw 1996 and Nam 1998) (1) Three negative functions (ⅰ) Downword entailment If A and B are two Boolean algebras, the function f from A into B is polarity reversing iff for any a 1 , a 2 ∈A, if a 1 ≤ a 2 , then f(a 2 ) ≤f(a 1 ). e.g. at most (weak) (ⅱ) A functor f is anti-additive iff f(X∨Y)=f(X)∧f (Y) . e.g. no, before, every (strong) (ⅲ) A functor f is antimorphic iff f is anti-additive and additionally f(X∧Y)=f(X) ∨f(Y).
e.g. not (the strongest) Zwarts (1995) added here a weaker function, that is 'nonveridicality ' and Giannakodou(2002, 2007) developed it with Greek subjunctive mood. Zwarts' (1995) Despite the fact that three negative functions and nonveridicality have been instrumental in our understanding of NPI licensing context, some problems remain unsolved: emotive factive predicates that are veridical but license NPIs (e.g. I am happy to get any ticket), and some nonveridical predicates that partially (e.g. % I hope there is any food left) license NPIs.
Moreover there are many examples which do not exactly correspond to the typology based on negative functions. French subjunctive and ne explétif can guide us to reconsider the previous unsolved problems about NPI licensing context.
French subjunctive and nonveridicality

French subjunctive, nonveridicality and the weak NPIs
Traditionally indicatives represent the act or state as an objective fact while subjunctives 1 express subjective actions such as will/wanting, emotion, doubt, possibility, necessity, judgement, comparatives. French subjunctive also appears after the conjunctions like 'before', 'except', which license strong NPIs. Intuitively subjunctive is linked with nonveridicality. With this operator, Giannakidou (2007) clearly posits the division between the veridical and the nonveridical in connection with indicatives and subjunctives. If a propositional attitude verb has an availability of at least one truth inference about its complement, it will be veridical and takes the indicative: if not, it will be nonveridical and takes the subjunctive. In this sense, verbs or expressions which license weak NPIs (e.g. will/wanting, emotion, doubt, possibility, necessity, judgement, modal, questions) and even some conjunctions (e.g. before, except) which license strong NPIs are both nonveridical. The example (3) is the usage of the indicative and the subjunctive. 'I hope that he will come.' Why do the pairs (3a)-(3b) take different moods in their complements? Guillaumean concept of temps opérative 'operative time' (Guillaume 1970) e. Ils m'ont laissé seule, sans que je sache quoi que ce soit sur mes grands parents.
They me had left alone, without I know-Sub. anything about my grand parents.
'They had left me alone, without me knowing anything about my grand parents.'
f. Maintenant, votez pour le chef du forum ! Avant que je fasse quoi que ce soit.
Now vote-Imp. for the chief of-the forum ! Before I do-Sub. anything.
'Now vote for the chief of the forum ! Before I do anything.'
g. Olivier est plus grand que qui que ce soit.
Olivier is more tall than anyone.
'Olivier is taller than anyone.'
In the above examples, the verbs or expressions which take the subjunctive license weak NPIs.
The contexts where weak NPIs amu N-i-ra-to appears in Korean have a similarity to French subjunctive contexts. Lee (2003) 
Unsolved problems: emotive factive predicates and 'hope'
Among the verbs which take the indicative (e.g. assertives, fiction verbs, epistemics, factive verbs, semifactives, Giannakidou 2007), emotive factive predicates in French select subjunctive but do not license NPIs. (5) and (6) are the examples.
(5) Je suis content que tu sois avec nous.
I am happy that you are-Sub. with us.
'I am happy that you are with us.
(6) * Je suis content d'avoir obtenue quelque ticket que ce soit.
I am happy to have get any ticket 'I am happy to get any ticket.'
However emotive factive predicates in Korean such as tahaeng-i-ta 'lucky', nollap-ta 'surprising' and huhoy-ha-ta 'regret', license weak NPIs form amu-i-ra-to 'any', as Lee (1999) observed.
(7) amu phyo-i-ra-to kuhae-ss-uni tahaeng -i-ta.
any ticket -be-Dec-C get-Past-since luck -be-Dec 'I fear to say anything which would offend the banks of food'
Example (10) shows that avant que 'before' clause is nonveridical and takes subjunctive and ne explétif . This is because in the speaker's hypothetical possible world, the event following 'before' should not be realized until the event of the main clause has happened. Craindre 'fear' in (11) also takes subjunctive and ne explétif and license weak NPI 'quoi que ce soit'.
Interestingly ne explétif is observed in Korean and in Japanese as well 3 .
(12) Je crains que vous ne preniez froid. (F) na-nun ne-ga kamki-ey kelli ci-nun anh assul-ka tulyep ta. (K) watashi-wa anata-ga kaze-o hiki-wa si-nai-ka to sinpai-site iru. (J)
≠I fear that you don't catch a cold.
(13) Je désire vous ne prenez pas froid. (F) na-nun ne-ga kamki-ey kelli ci anh ki lul palan ta. (K) watashi-wa anata-ga kaze-o hika-nai koto-o nozon-de iru.
' I hope you don't catch a cold.'
Kinoshita argues that 'fearing something and 'hoping it will not happen' are semantically same.
That is, (12) entails (13) If the hypothesis in (14) holds ture, we can presume that (12) is identical with (13). That is, we may also mean (13) only mentioning (12). But to make sure that (13) is involved in the meaning of (12) we need somewhere in (12) some markers. In this sense, NEG in (13) moves to (12) and is transferred into ne explétif.
Her argument can be supported by Kadmon & Landman (1993) 's claim. They insist that the relationship between the following example (15)- (16) (19) te nai tul-ci anh-ki ceney sicip ga-ra. more age get ne explétif before marriage go-Imp.
'Get married before you get older'
(20) kuraku nara -nai mae-ni kaette-kuru no-desuyo.
dark become -ne explétif before return Imp.
'You must come back home before it gets dark. ' (Kinoshita : 1998) Example (17) 
A New Type of NPI Licensing Context.
In section 4, I claimed that ne explétif is a trace of deletion of negative entailment. This means that all the contexts which cause ne expletif entail negation in its lexical expression. Since ne explétif-appearing context is the subcase of the subjunctive-appearing context, negative entailment is a subcase of the nonverdical. For more generalization, let me briefly introduce a concept of Martin (1987) as the theoretical background. He argues that ne explétif represents a force as a movement from the positive to the negative. That is, ne explétif pre-captures movement toward the negative. This can be schematized as in figure 1. shillta 'dislike' Figure 1 : movement toward the negative (Martin 1987) In figure 1 , we see the 'tardive capture' point which is between pre-capture and negation, and
French verb regreter 'regret' is on that point. Regreter 'regret' entails 'hoping not doing' but doesn't take ne explétif in its complement. Martin (1987) argues that ne explétif occurs only in the context where there exists a contradiction between the real world and the alternative world and where the real world and the alternative world are both the possible world 5 . In other words, the verbs or expressions causing ne explétif should presuppose that its complement is neither factive nor non-factive. In case of regreter, its complement is factive that is, the truth of which has been already presupposed by the lexical meaning of regreter.
Tentatively I will propose a new type of NPI licensing context by a hierarchy of strength in negative force. Lee (1999) already explained that negative entailment is stronger than negative implicature. The negative degree can be shown as follows (Lee 1999):
(21) overtly negative proposition > negative entailment > negative implicature.
We argued that some emotive factive predicates and desiderative predicate 'hope' license the weak NPIs only when speaker's pragmatic implicature intervenes. Now let this type of predicates be located in I (mplicature)-domain. As for the predicates or expressions which entail negation in their lexical semantics, let them be located in E (ntailmet)-domain. And I specify E-domain with two sub-domains since all negative predicates do not bring ne explétif. Idomain and E-domain can be schematized as in figure 2. 
Conclusion
With French subjunctive and ne explétif, we could reconsider previous unsolved problems about NPI licensing context. In some languages like French, its grammatical mood can represent speaker's mental process. This fact helps us to understand why French subjunctive corresponds to nonveridical context. On the other hand, It has been shown that emotive factive predicates (e.g. lucky) and nonveridical predicate (e.g. hope) in English can license NPIs only when speaker's negative attitude is implicated. This means that pragmatic factor should be intervened to explain NPI licensing context. Therefore I set up I-domain for negative implicature which is relatively weak in negative force. Ne explétif is a good guideline to establish E-domain since I assume that ne explétif is a trace of deletion of negative entailment.
My new type helps to understand NPI licensing context under the movement from the positive to the negative in our mental process.
